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Application Note Abstract
2

®

AN54155 presents various high-level descriptions of I C applications where using one CY8C28xxx PSoC 1 device that has
2
2
two hardware I C channels is beneficial. PSoC 1 devices with two or more hardware I C blocks provide a flexible solution for
complex digital communication needs. This allows for even more digital communication functionality than the advanced analog
2
and digital functions PSoC 1 devices already provide. The PSoC 1 I C hardware interfaces are also capable of SMBus
protocol implementation.

2

Figure 1. Basic PSoC Multi-I C Architecture

Introduction

PSoC 1

Some PSoC 1 Programmable System-on-Chip families have
2
multiple hardware I C blocks. These allow one PSoC device
2
to communicate on multiple I C buses in the same system
with minimal CPU intervention. This application note gives a
high-level overview of applications where one PSoC 1
2
device can be used to interface with two I C buses at the
same time.

CPU

Basic Architecture
2

The PSoC I C hardware is implemented as shown
in Figure 1. (This shows only a small subset of the PSoC
2
hardware.) There are two I C blocks that interface to the
PSoC CPU. The SDA and SCL signals of each block are
demultiplexed to two pairs of GPIOs. This effectively allows
2
the PSoC to be physically connected to four different I C
2
buses, but only active on two at a time. While an I C
hardware block is inactive, the SDA and SCL signals
disconnect from the GPIO. This allows the GPIO pin to be
2
used for other purposes. Both I C blocks are directly clocked
with the main system clock (SysClk) of the PSoC device.
2
Each I C block is configured for slave, master, or multi2
2
master operation. Each I C block operates at I C bus
frequencies between 0 Hz and 400 kHz.

SysClk

I2 C 0

SDA
SCL

I2 C 1

SDA
SCL

System Configurations
2

2

Using two I C hardware blocks, the following I C system
configurations are possible in one device. Each of these
configurations is useful in different contexts in various
system designs. Table 1 on page 2 lists the three possible
2
I C configurations (in relation to the PSoC) and common
uses for these configurations.
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Table 1. I C Configurations with Common Use Cases
Configuration

Common Uses

2 I2C slaves

Multi-I2C bus systems
I2C shared memory device

1 I2C slave, 1 I2C master
or multi-master

I2C bus switch
I2C hot-swap controller
I2C buffer
Debugging

2 I2C masters or multimasters

Figure 2. Two Integrated Slaves Using One PSoC Device

System #1
Fans

Power Sub-System
Controller

Bus 1

Hard Drive SubSystem Controller

Bus 2

Eliminate I2C buffers
Increase bandwidth

Two I2C Slave Configuration
2

The configuration in which two I C slaves are used is quite
useful. This is because all PSoC devices support the I2Cm
2
User Module, which is a software implementation of an I C
2
master that does not require a dedicated I C hardware
2
block. However, a software implementation of an I C slave
2
is not feasible in a PSoC. Therefore, an I C hardware block
2
is necessary for each I C slave controller. The two-slave
configuration allows integration in systems that have
2
multiple I C buses. A server and server chassis system is an
2
example for this. In this application, multiple I C buses are
used to communicate between the various subsystems of
2
the server. One PSoC with two I C slave interfaces acts as
a central point of communication in the system.
This configuration is useful in any system that uses multiple
2
I C buses. One PSoC device is used to integrate the
functionality of two different slave devices. This is done with
minimal or no changes to the master’s firmware, since the
PSoC device is fully programmable. This allows it to mimic
the functionality of the slave devices that were previously on
the bus.
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LED and
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User
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Fans

Power Sub-System
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Bus 2

PSoC 1
Fan, LED, and
Status
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2

Figure 2 shows a system with two I C buses used for
controlling fans and a user interface. A PSoC design with
2
two I C slaves integrates the functionality of two separate
2
I C slaves into one part. In this case, neither of the upstream
2
I C masters needs any firmware changes since the PSoC
device implements the same functionality.
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2

An additional useful function enabled by two I C slaves is a
2
bridge between two I C masters. This is useful when an
application requires two different masters sending the data
2
back and forth without implementing multi-master I C mode.
In this case the PSoC device acts as a shared memory
between two different masters. This configuration is shown
in Figure 3 on page 3. Each master reads or writes data to
the same memory locations in the PSoC device at any time.
The PSoC collects data to place in this shared memory.
Additionally, it performs functions based on the commands
placed into the shared memory and also interfaces with
other external circuitry to allow even more functionality.
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Figure 3. PSoC System Functioning as Shared Memory
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Figure 4 shows a block diagram of this application. The
2
PSoC device cannot implement a direct feed-through I C
bus switch. However, buffering the data in RAM between the
upstream and downstream buses is generally acceptable. It
is even possible to bypass the SRAM buffer. This is done by
starting the downstream transaction as soon as the first byte
of data is received from the upstream master.
2

Figure 4. Using the PSoC Solution as an I C Bus Switch
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A second useful application for having one I C slave and
2
one I C master is a hot swap controller device. In some
high-reliability systems, such as servers, seamlessly
disconnecting and connecting new or different modules into
an operational system is a required feature. If a
2
communication bus for the module is I C, it is preferable for
the insertion of the new module to have little or no effect on
2
the existing I C signals of the bus. During normal operation,
the PSoC device collects all of the necessary information
2
2
from the module’s local I C bus using the device’s I C
2
master. When the I C master from the main system
requests the data, the PSoC device sends the collected data
2
to the master since the PSoC device is also an I C slave.

External Circuity

One I2C Master, One I2C Slave Configuration
2

2

An application of one I C master and one I C slave in the
2
same device is an I C bus switch. This is configured by
2
connecting a hardware I C master to two downstream buses
and a slave to an upstream bus. Instances of the I2Cm User
Module can be added to implement even more downstream
2
2
I C buses. The primary drawback of these software I C
master implementations is that they are limited to a 100 kHz
bus frequency. Additionally, the I2Cm User Module uses
100% of the CPU and blocks all interrupts during
2
transactions. The hardware I C master implementation
operates up to 400 kHz and does not block interrupts or the
CPU.
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The PSoC solution can control hot-swapping by intelligently
2
monitoring the power supply rail and I C bus of the main
system once the module is plugged in. It can wait for the
2
power rail to stabilize and an idle I C bus before attaching
2
itself electrically as a new slave on the main I C bus. The
PSoC system also reacts appropriately after detecting any
number of faults on the module. It may report the fault status
2
to the master and then detach itself from the main I C bus
as it waits for the module to be replaced. Bus connection is
accomplished by connecting or disconnecting the PSoC
slave hardware from a pair of GPIO pins. When the slave is
disconnected from the GPIO, both are in a high impedance
2
state which electrically isolates the PSoC chip from the I C
bus.
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Figure 5. A PSoC Device Functioning as an I C Hot Swap Module Controller

A PSoC system with one slave and one master can also
2
perform an I C bus buffering function similar to that of the
hot-swap controller shown in Figure 5. In this function the
device does not control the hot swap process but simply
2
buffers data and communication between two I C buses.
2
When an I C bus is loaded with too much parasitic and pin
2
capacitance, adding more I C slaves to the bus may not
be possible. This is because a high capacitive loading on
the bus requires a lower bus frequency or it may lead to
2
data corruption due to noise. In this case, a second I C
bus is optionally added, which isolates any new
capacitance that this expanded bus has. The PSoC device
functions as a slave on one bus and a master on the
other. It bridges the communication between the two
buses.
2

2

Finally, another use for one I C slave and one I C master
2
is in an application that requires an I C master, but also
needs a debugging port. In this case, the PSoC device
2
can function normally in the system as an I C master. An
external tool is optionally used to connect to the same
2
device and talk to it as an I C slave. This tool is used to
monitor system variables for calibration or debugging
purposes if required.

Two I2C Master Configuration
2

A PSoC device can use both I C hardware blocks in
master or multi-master mode. This is useful for a few
different purposes. The primary reason to use two different
2
2
I C masters is if a system has a large I C bus with many
slaves. As discussed earlier, it is possible for such a bus
to have too much capacitance. This leads to a limited
number of slaves on the bus and a potential limit to the
2
bus frequency. In this case, a PSoC solution with two I C
masters can communicate with slaves on two different
2
buses. This eliminates the need for a separate I C buffer
2
device to expand the size of the I C bus.
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A second reason to use two I C masters is that using two
masters at the same time can potentially increase the total
bandwidth of a system. One system may have a high
2
performance I C digital-to-analog converter in the system
which requires a high update rate. The same system may
have a graphic LCD that also requires rapid update. One
2
I C master may not be able to communicate with these
devices fast enough to allow them both to operate as
2
quickly as they need to. In this case, using two I C
masters on the same PSoC chip allows both devices to be
updated more often.

Other PSoC Functions
PSoC devices are well-suited for performing many
2
functions in addition to the I C functions discussed in this
application note. These functions include (but are not
®
limited to) CapSense capacitive sensing, motor and fan
control, LED driving, USB applications, analog and sensor
measurement, analog signal conditioning, digital
communications, mechatronics, battery charging, and
computational algorithms. PSoC devices can integrate
2
many of these functions, including I C communication, into
one device.

Summary
PSoC programmable systems-on-chip are very powerful
programmable devices. They have many highly
configurable analog and digital resources. PSoC devices
2
that also have two hardware I C blocks provide a very
flexible solution for complex digital communication
challenges. PSoC devices are well-suited for integrating
communication, analog, and digital functions all into one
device.
Additionally,
the
device’s
flash-based
2
reprogrammability allows users to overcome I C
communication challenges in the exact way that the
application requires.
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